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(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNU(I, M.Z.A., Oct. 12, 1966)

1. Generalized Hilber transforms. Let f(x) be a measurable
function which is defined on the real line. Then the Hilbert transform
is defined by the following formula"

Xt -+0 7 .Jl--tl> Xi

(c. E. C. Titchmarsh 6 Chap. V).
But as or f(x) to be bounded, the Hilbert transorm does not
necessarily exist. In that place, by W,(pI) let us denote the
class o measurable unctions such that

(1.2) If(x) I" dx <.
l+x

Then for a function in W, we can define a generalized Hilbert
transform"

(1.3) *(x)- P. V. x + i f(t) dt
t+i x-t"

From the identity:
x-i (x-t)+(t+i)_

(t + i)(x- t) (t + i)(x- t) t + i x- t
we have formally

_U +

his modified definition is due to H. Kober g and N. I. Achiever
[1. In our reious aer we have studied this oerator
systematically alying N. Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis
7. et us introduee another elass of funetions. By S(1) we
shall denote the class of functions satisfying the following condition.

-<< 1
If(t) l’dt <.

Then it is plain that S W. Now we shall prove the following
inequality.

Theorem 1. Let f(x) belong to the class S(p>I). Then we
have for any positive number > O,
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(1.6) sup f*(t) Idt <=A sup If(t) ldt

where A=O(1/p-1) as p-l.
2. Proof of the Theorem 1. Let us denote by I and I’ two

intervals (-, u/7) and (u-2, u/27Q respectively. Let us also
introduce conjugate function on the interval I’

I,,i(,>
Then we can write

1 I f(t)dr/ 1 If*()-fs,(x)-- ,,.
/ i - ,,f(D) x- D 4

+ +i f() d _j+j+j, say.
>-, t+i x-t

As or J we have by the Hlder inequality,

A,lf(t)
Next as for J, the property of the kernel

K(x, t) x-t (-4) cot(t x) O(t x)

providing x e I and t e I’, reads the following estimation

-AI,,I f(t) Idt.
In the last as for J, decomposing the integral into small pieces,
we have

lI+
x+i dt-- ,f(t) (t + i)(x- t)

cf ){(f ) (I__<B sup If(t) I’dt - dt -+-<<.- +. It+ i I’ +. Ix-t

B’ sup f(t) [dt -,
where runs over the interval I. Therefore we obtain

.+,. (t-t)
dx B; sup If(t)

u-- --<<J --Similarly it is obtained that
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- (t + i)(x- t)
dx <= B’_<<sup -lf(t)

Thus we have

] te . ieBm tbeome e [8] e
f,(x) IdxA If(S) I’d$, (p> 1)

where A,-O(1/p-1) as pl. Combining these estimations we have
proved the theorem.. Almos$ perTodicify of Hilber$ transforms. In our previous
paper [5] we studied the almost periodicity in the sense of Stepanoff
(cf. A. S. Besicovitch [2]). Now we have it without any additional
condition.

Theorem . LeD f() be S-almosD periodic (p>l). Then the
generalized Hilbert transform ]*() also does. Furthermore if we
denote the Fourier series of f as follows
(3.1) f(x)c.dX."
then those of f*(x) are
(3.2) f*(x) o+’(- i sign .)c.e
where the prime means that the term .=0 is omitted from the
summation and

1 Z*(x)dx.eT
Proof. By a simple calculation of complex variable method,

for any trigonometrical polynomial p(x)-aexE we have *(X)
2)ae where A,= _t+iA,+’( i sign x 1 (t) dt he existence

the A, is guaranteed by the well known theorem (el. N.C. itehmarsh
[6, Cha. I, 1.10). hen the remaining 9arg is obvious by the
theorem 1 and he well known theorem of almost 9eriodie functions
(el. A. 8. Besieoiteh 2, Cha. II, 8).

Now we shall quote the Boehner theorem:
heorem (8. Boehner). Le f() be S-almost riodie and

uniformly continuous. hen f() is uniformly almost eriodie.
Combining theorem and that of S. Boehner we hae the

following theorem immediately
Theorem 3. t f() be ifor aot eiodie ag

the *() is uniformly almost eriodie.
4. The iehit eoditio of the Hibet tafom. In

this seetion we shall
Theorem 4. et ame that f() beo to the
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W(p>_l) and satisfy the Lipschitz condition of order a, 0a(1
or a-1. Then we have
(i) 3*(x) -3*(y) I-0(I x-y I), if 0<a<l
and
(ii) *(x)-*(y) I-.O(I.x-y[log[x-y l-), if
respectively

Proof. Let us suppose that x and y belong to the interval
I=(u-, u+)c(u-2, u+2)=I’. Then by the formula (1.4) we
obtain

f*(x)- f*(y)- f(t)(1-
(--,)--I

--(x--y) dt
(x-t)(y-t)

1 )dt-J+J, say,
y-t

where Z,(t)-I if teI;-0, if teI’;0X,(t)l, if teI’-I; and
continuously differentiable function. As for J we have

l+t l+t
if p> 1 and : f(t) dt-A x-Y

if p-1 respectively. As for J we shall quote the Titchmarsh
theorem [6, Chap. V, 5.15, then we have J-B(]x-y]), if
0<a< 1; (] x- y log x- y -) if a- 1 respectively. Besides, con-
stants A, A, B, and B are independent on u, thus we have proved
the theorem. Combining theorems 2, 3, and 4 we obtain a corollay.

Corollay 1. Let f(x) be uniformly almost periodic and satisfy
the Lipschitz condition of order a, 0 a< 1. Then the generalized
Hilbert transform ]*(x) is uniformly almost periodic.

5. Concluding remarks. From the formal equality (1.4),
the existence of the ordinary Hilbert transform ](x) and that of A
are equivalent to each other. In the case of f(x) to be S-almost
periodic, one of the sufficient condition is as follows: there exist a
positive number such that 2-2.> for any pair of m and n.
In this case the almost periodicity of the generalized Hilbert transform
reads that of the ordinary one. The case p- 1 is still open.
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